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3 more ways to go from “field trip” to “learning experience” 
 
March 31, 2014 | Debi Duke  
 
1. Capture the unseen.  
 
No matter where you go or what kind of place you visit, not 
everything important will be visible. Teachers and site educators can 
plan ahead to reveal “secrets” about places. Another strategy: before 
the trip, read something or show a film that might cause students to 
question what they see or don’t see on the visit. 
 
Use prompts to encourage kids to formulate and ask questions about 
something that puzzles them. Questions and discussions 
about “how” and “why” are almost always more memorable than 
facts and figures. 
 
2. Tell a complex story. 
 
While it’s always important to meet students where they are, we 
don’t do kids any favors by making subjects too simple. Telling 
complicated stories about history, art, the environment, or any other topic, can empower them to see and 
engage with the world as it exists. Complexity also helps students understand that the world is shaped by 
both institutional and personal actions–including their own. 
 
Sometimes telling complex stories means connecting local happenings and people with national and even 
global events, movements, or natural phenomena. When students examine complex causality and trends, they 
build critical-thinking skills essential in all disciplines and eras. 
 
3. Connect kids to the past, and the past to the present. 
 
Historic sites can come alive to students of all ages and backgrounds if we ask the “right” questions. One 
option is to get kids thinking about where their families would have “fit” during the era you’re exploring. 
How likely is it that family members would have lived or worked at the place you’re visiting? Would they be 
tenant farmers? Estate owners? Immigrant house maids? What might life have been like? Then, contrast and 
compare with students’ families today. What obstacles did they overcome–or are they still struggling with–to 
improve their lives? What historical events helped or hindered them? 
 
Similar strategies can work with museum collections. Bring together historic and contemporary paintings or 
photos of Hudson Valley locations so students can compare and contrast. Contrast/compare and Venn 
diagrams can also work when looking at material collections such as household objects and modes of 
transportation. Teachers and site educators can also ask questions designed to illuminate the economic and 
social “meaning” of objects: who used and owned them? How? Why?  
 
When visiting natural sites, get students talking about their families’ relationships–past and present–with the 
outdoors. Do they camp, fish, hike, or hunt? Why? Why not? Do they know the names of plants or even 
grow their own? Are insects and animals scary or familiar? Why? Have you or your students witnessed or 
learned about changes in a natural site over time? Discussions about those changes–whether caused by 
natural phenomenon, such as Irene and Sandy, or by planning decisions or economic change–can enhance 
classroom goals in science, history, and other subjects. 
 
Photo: Students can forge their own connections to the past by Brianna Colon, grade 11, Newburgh Free Academy.  
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